83700 Trim Removal Set, 5 PC.
Designed to Remove Fasteners on Door Panels and Other Trim Pieces on a Vehicle Without Damage.
The five-piece set comes with both U notch and V notch ends to fit numerous different style and size panel clips. The smooth shaft is made from stainless steel and provides a fulcrum point to lift the clips. Tools can be stored in plastic tray.

83700 Trim Removal Set, 5 pc. Plastic Tray with Lid. Shipping wt. 1 lb. 12 oz.
83710 U-Notch Removal Tool
83720 V-Notch Removal Tool
83730 V-Notch Removal Tool, Small
83740 U-Notch Removal Tool, Small
83750 Door Panel Removal Tool

77070 24mm Harmonic Balancer Socket
This Heavy-Duty Impact Socket is Designed with More Than Three Times the Standard Socket Mass to Direct More Energy to Removing the Bolt.
Can be used on GM LS engines that use a 24mm hex pulley damper bolt or other 24mm applications. Heat-treated, impact-quality alloy steel. Use with 1/2" drive.

77070 24mm Harmonic Balancer Socket. Boxed. Shipping wt. 2 lb.

83660 Gasket Rope Insert Tool
Seats the Rope Under the Lip and Into Groove of the Windshield Gasket.
The tool has a large, comfortable handle and angled tube to help “rope in” rubber windshield gaskets. Comes with 20 feet of 1/8” nylon rope that will reach around large windshields.

83660 Gasket Rope Insert Tool. Skin-Packed. Shipping wt. 4 oz.
83690 1/8” Nylon Rope, 20 Ft.

83640 1-1/2" Stainless Straight Blade Scraper
83650 1-1/2" Stainless Offset Blade Scraper
Rigid Stainless-Steel Blade Extends Through The Handle to the Metal Capped End for Strength And Durability.
The 1-1/2" blade width with a soft grip handle and hammer end is good for removing windshield stops and rust on disc brake caliper brackets. Also removes carbon from turbo vanes, urethane, gaskets, and many other applications. The offset blade design works in hard-to-reach places.

83640 1-1/2" Stainless Straight Blade Scraper. Skin-Packed. Shipping wt. 5 oz.
83650 1-1/2" Stainless Offset Blade Scraper. Skin-Packed. Shipping wt. 5 oz

80420 Self Locking Rubber Gasket Tool
Rounded and Polished Steel Tip slides the Self-Locking Part of the Rubber Gasket Into the Locking Channel.
The shape of the steel tip is designed without sharp edges that could cut the gasket and features the proper shape needed to perform the job. Ergonomic handle provides the necessary leverage needed.

80420 Self Locking Rubber Gasket Tool. Mini pouch. Shipping wt. 5 oz.